
Create Value 
with ALPHA's Dual Alloy SMT Process™

How can you reduce your manufacturing costs in this very 
competitive 
business environment?

ALPHA® CVP-520 Pb-free Low-Temperature Solder Paste
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Welcome to the ALPHA Dual Alloy SMT Process sales aid training course.  You may find it helpful to have the sales aid package you were sent when you take this course. The sales aid is designed to provide you with a process to demonstrate value creation with ALPHA CVP-520 Pb-free, low-temperature solder paste.
It will help you explain  ALPHA’s unique Dual Alloy SMT Process, and how using CVP-520 can eliminate the wave soldering step in mixed technology assemblies.
Normal SMT assembly, followed by the use of CVP-520 in an SMT/paste in through hole step may be able to replace 2 SMT steps followed by a wave soldering step, saving energy, material cost and labor.

Note: Highlight with circles or other approach when underlined words are spoken.�



How can you add value 

to your company’s 

process...

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Here’s how you can add value to your company’s process.�



How much 
money do I spend for 
the purchasing and 
inventorying of bar 

solder and flux?

How much 
does it cost my 

company to handle 
and dispose of 

dross?

How costly 
is it to maintain 

my wave 
soldering line?

How much 
does multi-technology 
processing, including 

wave soldering, 
add to my cost of 
manufacturing?

How much time 
and money do 

selective soldering 
pallets cost my 

company?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight orange ball in center
Alpha’s new Dual Alloy SMT Process can allow the customer to turn off his wave soldering operation.  This saves on bar solder costs, wave soldering flux cost, and the energy required to preheat wave soldering flux, and to maintain the temperature of the molten bar solder in the bath.

Highlight green balls
Labor savings can also be seen if the wave soldering operation and machine maintenance are eliminated.

Highlight light orange balls
Even if the customer is using one or two sided SMT reflow plus a selective soldering step, CVP-520 can be used to eliminate the selective soldering and reduce labor, energy and materials costs.�



Typical SMT and Wave Multi-Technology Soldering Process

Wave Soldering
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* Purchase and inventory components, flux, bar solder and pallets

SMT Reflow 
Side A

SMT Reflow 
Side B

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight Side A on ‘flow’ --- Side B on ‘SMT’ -----Wave Soldering on ‘soldering step’
Here is a flow diagram of a two sided SMT reflow followed by a wave soldering step.  Typically, both SMT steps use the same SAC alloy, most commonly SAC 305.�



New Dual Alloy SMT Process:™ 

Introducing ALPHA® CVP-520 Pb-Free Low-Temperature Solder Paste

SMT Reflow 
Side A

SMT Reflow 
Side B

Opportunities to eliminate wave soldering costs
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Energy savings
• Flux preheat process
• Melting of bar solder
• Maintenance of solder 

bath temperature

ALPHA CVP-520

Materials savings
• Bar solder
• Wave soldering flux
• Improved solder yield
• Selective solder pallets

Labor savings
• Wave process operators
• Wave materials inventory 

ordering and management
• Dross handling and disposal

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight CVP-520 package on---’CVP-520’
With the new Dual Alloy SMT Process, SAC alloy is used on the top side of the assembly.  The boards are then flipped, and printed with CVP-520.  Large areas of overprint, and or solder preforms will be required to assure proper hole fill with the plated through hole components.

Highlight three bullet group titles going left to right
ALPHA’s new Dual Alloy SMT Process creates value by reducing process energy, materials and labor costs. And eliminating the labor intensive removal and management of solder dross.
Hold slide for 5 secs. Before advancing to the next one.�



SMT Reflow Side A SMT Reflow Side B Variable 
Cost/Month/Line

Oven Energy Consumption (kW/hr) 20 20 Flux Preheat Energy Requirement (kW/hr) 30
Motors, PC Monitor etc. (kW/hr) 5 5 Solder Bath Energy Requirement (kW/hr) 36
 Total Energy Consumption/Hour (kW/hr) 25 25 Motors, PC Monitor etc. (kW/hr) 5

Total Energy Consumption/Hour 71

 Solder Paste Used/Line/Day (kg) 5 5 Flux Used/Day (liters) 14
 Solder Paste Price (per kg) $65.00 $65.00 Flux Price/Liter $4.00

 
   Bar Solder Consumption (kg/day) 7
   Bar Solder Cost ($/kg) $37.47
    
 Operating Hours/Day (hours) 16 16 Operating Hours/Day 16
 Working Days/Month (days) 22 22 Working Days/Month 22
 Energy Cost (per kWh) $0.15 $0.15 Energy Cost (per kWh) $0.15

 
 Cost of Energy/Month $1,320 $1,320 Cost of Energy/Month $5,736
 Cost of Paste/Month $7,590 $7,590 Cost of Flux/Month $1,232
   Cost of Bar Solder/Month $5,770
 Variable Cost/Month/Machine $8,910 $8,910 Variable Cost/Month/Machine $12,738 $30,558
   No.of Selective Soldering Pallets in Use 25
   Cost/selective soldering pallet $100
   Pallet Cost/Machine $2,500
   Cost of Metal in Solder Pot $30,600

 Variable Cost/Month/Line $30,558

Wave Soldering

Estimated Cots: 
• Two SMT Steps 
• One Wave Soldering Step

Current Process Total Cost of Ownership

SMT Reflow Side A

SMT Reflow Side B

Wave Soldering

Monthly Energy + Material Cost: $30,558

SMT Reflow Side A 
29%

SMT Reflow Side B 
29%

Wave Soldering
42%

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight in the table the lines of words and numbers as they are spoken as indicated in this color below.  ????????????????

Let’s now look at the cost of materials and energy with a dual sided reflow, followed by a wave soldering step.  This example was validated by a major consumer electronics OEM who was running over 100 mixed technology lines around the world.

This model uses the amount of hours per month that a customer is operating, and multiplies that time by the unit energy consumption of a typical reflow oven, times the unit cost of energy.  Each of the SMT reflow steps has the same cost of energy and materials in this example.

We then looked at the cost of the wave soldering step.  Note that this process also used pallets.  In high mix applications, the cost of purchasing pallets can be significant.
The cost of flux, bar solder, preheat and solder bath energy costs are included in the per month, per line cost of wave soldering.

The three steps added together have a total cost of energy and materials of  $30,558 per month, per line.�



 SMT Reflow Side A SMT Reflow Side B
 Oven Energy Consumption (kW/hr) 20 15  
 Motors, PC Monitor, etc. (kW/hr) 5 5  
 Total Energy Consumption/Hour (kW/hr) 25 20  

 
 Solder Paste Used/Line/Day (kg) 5 7  
 Solder Paste Price (per kg) $65.00 $65.00  

 
 Operating Hours/Day (hours) 16 16  
 Working Days/Month (days) 22 22  
 Energy Cost (per kWh) $0.15 $0.15  

 
 Cost of Energy/Month $1,320 $1,056   
 Cost of Paste/Month $7,590 $10,670   

 Total Cost/Month/Machine $8,910 $11,726  Proposed Process $20,636

 Existing Process    Current Variable Cost/Month/Line $30,558

Cost Reduction/Line

Value Created with 
Unique New Dual Alloy SMT Process™

Comparison of Proposed Total Cost of Ownership

SMT Reflow Side A

SMT Reflow Side B

Monthly Energy + Material Cost: $30,558 
32% Reduction

SMT Reflow Side A
43%

SMT Reflow Side B
57%

Wave Soldering
0%

Pallet Cost/Machine $2,500 Cash Flow Impact $33,100 Variable Savings/ 
Month/Line $9,722 32%

Note: This assumes 16 hours/day, 22 days/month.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight in the table the lines of words and numbers as they are spoken as indicated in this color below.  
Here is the model of the dual alloy SMT process.  The cost of energy and materials for the first SMT step are the same as the previous example.

The second SMT step will require more solder paste to account for the pin in paste solder, but it will use less energy because of the lower peak reflow temperature of CVP-520.

Note- there is no wave soldering energy or materials cost.

The total cost of energy and materials has dropped from $30,558/line/month to $20,636, for a savings of $9722/line per month.

Also, there is a one time cash inflow when the customer drains the wave soldering pot and sells the metal.  Plus, pallets are no longer required to support the wave soldering process.�



Total
Oven Energy Consumption A1 A2 kW/hr A Flux Preheat Energy Requirement kW/hr
Motors, PC Monitor, etc. B1 B2 kW/hr B Solder Bath Energy Requirement kW/hr
Total Energy Consumption/Hour (=A+B) C1 C2 kW/hr C Motors, PC Monitor etc. kW/hr

D Total Energy Consumption (=A+B+C) kW/hr

Solder Paste Used/Day/Line D1 D2 kg E Flux Used/Day liters
Solder Paste Price E1 E2 per kg F Flux Price/Liter

G Bar Solder Consumption kg/day
H Bar Solder Cost $/kg

Operating Hours/Day F1 F2 hours I Operating Hours/Day hours
Working Days/Month G1 G2 days J Working Days/Month days
Energy Cost – $/KWH H1 H2 per kWh K Energy Cost (per kWh)

Cost of Energy/Month (=CxFxGxH) I1 I2 L Cost of Energy/Month (=DxIxJxK)
Cost of Paste/Month (=DxExG) J1 J2 M Cost of Flux/Month (=ExFxJ) 

N Cost of Bar Solder/Month (=GxHxJ)
Total Cost/Month/Machine (=I+J) K1 K2 O Total Cost/Month/Machine (=L+M+N)

Pallet Cost/Machine
 P No. of Selective Soldering Pallets in Use
Q Cost/Selective Soldering Pallet
R Total Pallet Cost/Machine (=PxQ)

Metal Inventory Value
S Solder Pot Capacity KG
T Total Metal Value/Machine (SxH)

U Total Line Cost/Month (=K1+K2+O+R+T)

SMT Reflow  Side A SMT Reflow  Side B Wave Soldering

Total Cost of Ownership of Current Process

Fill in your best estimate in each yellow box. Calculate using the formulas in the blue text. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight in the table the lines of words and numbers as they are spoken as indicated in this color below.

Here is a total cost of ownership worksheet for you to fill out with the customer.  Please fill in all yellow boxes.  The blue boxes are calculated from these inputs.

This first sheet shows the current costs of 1 or 2 SMT reflow steps, followed by a wave soldering or selective soldering step.�



Total
Energy Consumption A3 A4 kW/hr
Motors, PC Monitor, etc. B3 B4 kW/hr
Total Energy Consumption/Hour (=A+B) C3 C4 kW/hr

Solder Paste Used/Day/Line D3 D4 kg
Solder Paste Price E3 E4 per kg

Operating Hours/Day F3 F4 hours
Working Days/Month G3 G4 days
Energy Cost Š $/KWH H3 H4 per kWh

Cost of Energy/Month (=CxFxGxH) I3 I4
Cost of Paste/Month (=DxExG) J3 J4

Total Cost/Month/Machine (=I+J) K3 K4

Current Variable Cost/Month/Line (U) V

Proposed Variable Cost/Month/Line (K3+K4) W

Proposed Variable Cost Savings/Month/Line (V-W-R) X

SMT Reflow Side A SMT Reflow Side B

Value Created with Unique New Dual Alloy SMT Process™ 

and ALPHA® CVP-520 Pb-Free Low-Temperature Solder Paste

Fill in your best estimate in each yellow box. Calculate using the formulas in the blue text. 
Note: Side A processing should be the same as the current processing.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight in the table the lines of words and numbers as they are spoken as indicated in this color below.  ????????????????

This worksheet represents the dual alloy SMT process.  Plan to use more solder paste in the second step, but less energy in the reflow oven.

The costs associated with the wave soldering step have been eliminated.

Compare this cost estimate with the current cost from the previous sheet, and you now have an estimate of the value that could be created for this customer by changing to the new ALPHA Dual Alloy SMT Process and ALPHA CVP-520 Pb-free, low-temperature solder paste.�



New ALPHA® CVP-520 Pb-Free Low-Temperature Solder Paste 
Enables Unique New Dual Alloy SMT Process™

Unique SnBiAg alloy offers money-saving lower temperature 
melting point and excellent soldering performance that delivers:

• Elimination of costly wave 
soldering step

• Reduced energy consumption

• Ability to use lower cost 
components and substrates

• Superior ability to reflow even 
with extreme paste overprint

• Comparable reliability to Sn-Pb 
solder joints

• Compatibility with ALPHA 
Preforms to add additional solder 
volume as required

• Excellent results on consumer 
electronics products

1. ALPHA CVP-520 enables extreme overprinting of paste 
resulting in the formation of SMT and through hole solder 
joints with a clear, colorless residue*.

Bare board with plated 
through holes

CVP-520 extreme overprint CVP-520 reflowed

* Meeting IPC J-STD-001D 6.3

CVP-520 Reflow Video

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight the boards as the green word below is spoken
The key to the dual alloy SMT process is the ability to use solder paste to replace the wave soldering step.  Overprinting and/or using solder preforms is the essential step in this process.  On this page you can see on the left, a bare board with plated through holes.  Next to it is the same board with extreme CVP-520 paste overprinting, and on the right, the reflowed board with the formation of SMT through hole solder joints with clear, colorless residue.

Now select the reflow video to see how the extreme paste over printing responds to the reflow process.�



New ALPHA® CVP-520 Pb-Free Low-Temperature Solder Paste 
Enables Unique New Dual Alloy SMT Process™

2. Lower Temperature Reflow Profile 
vs. Traditional Pb-Free 305 Alloy

3. Reliability Performance: 
Thermal Cycling

ALPHA CVP-520 power consumption 
is 30% less than required for ALPHA 
OM-338T in 2009 field trial.

ALPHA CVP-520 Pb-free solder joints 
performed comparable to SnPb control 
for up to 6,000 cycles.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Red box appears
The graph on the left shows the reduced power consumption achieved required to reflow CVP-520.
Even though the lead free alloy in CVP-520 has a lower melting point, it has very good resistance to accelerated thermal cycling tests often used with consumer electronics (0 to 100C cycles). 

Red circle appears 
The graph on the right shows that like tin/lead, CVP-520’s alloy can withstand thousands of thermal cycles before the first failure is seen.�



ALPHA® Exactalloy ® Solder Preforms with 
CVP-520 Solder Paste Increase Solder Volume Where Needed 
Enabling Unique Dual Alloy SMT Process™

Even in restricted printing areas, CVP-520 Solder Paste supports the 
use of SnBiAg Preforms to provide additional solder volume.

15 Pin VGA 
Din Connector

• Preforms are provided in tape 
and reel packaging for ease of 
placement with standard chip 
shooter equipment

• Preform alloy matches CVP-520 
alloy for ease of integration

• 100% barrel fill achieved by 
providing the precise Preform 
size

• Flux in paste is sufficient to reflow 
a preform that is up to four times 
the volume of the solder paste

Restricted Printing Area

Solder paste as printed Preforms placed in paste Solder paste and 
preforms reflowed

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Add the red arrow when the green word (center) below are spoken.
Add the red circle when the green words (solder preform) below are spoken.
Add the red circle when the green words (increased volume) below are spoken. 
 
Notice the print deposits in the center of this D sub connector. When printing enough solder paste alone is not possible due to limited board space, a solder preform can be added to increase the volume of available solder. There is not as much space for overprinting solder paste.  Placing preforms into the printed paste gives the increased volume of solder needed to produce reliable pin in through hole solder joints.�



ALPHA® Exactalloy® Solder Preforms Add Volume 
Where Board Space for Paste is Limited

There is a limited amount of board real 
estate available to overprint solder paste 
on the inner pads of the connector.

LOCATION
PRINTED SOLDER 
PASTE VOLUME 

mm3

EQUIVALENT 
METAL VOLUME 

mm3

Outer pads 2.6 1.3
 Inner pads 1.25 0.625
 Difference 1.35 0.675

 0603H Š 0.64

The difference in paste volume is 
2.60 – 1.25 = 1.35mm3

The difference in metal volume is 
1.35/2 = 0.67 mm3

An 0603H perform, which contains 
0.64mm3 solder, is placed in the solder 
paste prior to reflow, resulting in a 
uniform volume of metal for all pins.   

mm inch mm inch mm inch mm3 inch3

0603H 1.60 0.063 0.80 0.031 0.50 0.020 0.64 0.000039
0805H 2.01 0.079 1.30 0.051 0.40 0.016 1.05 0.000064
1206 3.01 0.118 1.47 0.057 0.77 0.030 3.41 0.000208
1406 3.56 0.140 1.52 0.060 0.77 0.030 4.17 0.000254

PART TYPE a
PART DIMENSIONS

VOLUME
b c

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Highlight to box at the botton of the page when green word (list) is spoken..

Here is a list of available sizes of preforms, packed in tape and reel.  

Repeat the first slide here.
In conclusion,  this sales aid is designed to provide you with a process to demonstrate value creation with ALPHA CVP-520 Pb-free, low-temperature solder paste.
It will help you explain  ALPHA’s unique Dual Alloy SMT Process, and how using CVP-520 can eliminate the wave soldering step in mixed technology assemblies, and save your customers energy, materials and labor costs.

Now you can go on to the course assessment.
�
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